
Yeastar Management Plane

Multi-instance Cloud PBX Service Delivery Platform

YMP
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Yeastar Management Plane (YMP) is a centralized, scalable and streamlined 

communications service platform, where service providers can offer enterprise-grade 

pay-as-yougrow phone services to their customers and thus simplify service delivery, 

increase flexibility, and streamline management. 

Whether you are a premised-based PBX reseller considering enriching your portfolio 

with cloud offerings, or an incumbent hosted service provider looking for alternatives, 

YMP's diversified deployment plans and pricing models are adept at delivering robust 

and cost-effective solutions. With YMP, you are able to build a strong recurring 

revenue model with up to 70% margins. 
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Build Your Hosted PBX Service on a Proven Platform 

• 
.. 

• Multi-instance Architecture

Yeastar Management Plane boasts the multi-instance infrastructure. There is complete 

independence between Cloud PBX instances, which makes sure the separation of 

different customers' data, reduces possibilities for a large number of customers to be 

affected by a system outage and allows for greater flexibility and control of configuration, 

customization, and upgrades.

• Create PBX in a Minute

YMP allows for quickly creating and re-sizing multiple PBX systems on a single platform. 

It only takes seconds to create a PBX for your customer, and the PBX will go live 

immediately. Your customers can then access and manage their phone systems right 

through the web. You are able to stay responsive to customer needs with flexible 

deployment options. Each YMP supports a maximum of 100 PBX instances, 2000 

extensions, and 500 concurrent calls.

• On-demand Scalability

YMP provides the hassle-free scalability required by today's dynamic business 

environment so that you and your customers don't have issues with growth down the line. 

The number of PBX, users and concurrent calls can all be resized according to various 

customer needs, helping you craft flexible solutions for every type of business 

opportunity. Whether you have a handful of customers or thousands, you can give them 

the freedom to grow at their own pace.

• Optimal End-user Experience

Delivered from YMP, Yeastar Cloud PBX, the cloud-based business phone system, is 

packed with all the advanced features one would expect out of a modern hosted PBX 

offering. Better yet, users can also enjoy advanced UC&C capabilities, thanks to Linkus 

Unified Communications App, a free softphone that runs on mobile phones and desktops. 

Linkus enables real-time communication across multiple devices and improves team 

collaboration with IM, Presence, CRM integration and more features. 
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• How YMP Works

••• 

YMP Web Platform 
... 

• OpEx Turnkey Solution: No Server Needed

YMP turnkey solution is perfect for hosted PBX providers who want to get rid of the stress of hosting the 

technology themselves. Under this OpEx model, you need not prepare any server to get started and have 

no infrastructure to maintain, ensuring low initial costs and considerably low risk to enter the marketplace. 

Without the setup time, the turnkey solution also accelerates your time-to-market. Better yet, technical 

support, maintenance, and system upgraded are all taken care so that you focus on building your business. 

• CapEx Solution: Bring Your Own Infrastructure

You can deploy YMP on public cloud service platforms such as AWS, Alibaba Cloud, Microsoft Azure, and 

Google Cloud, or host it on your own data center (tier 3 or above) using VMware, KVW or Hyper-V. Yeastar will 

do the installation work for you and you stay in complete control of it. YMP also allows for re-branding by 

placing your own logo and using a custom domain. 
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Either way, hosted PBX service providers and 

telecom resellers are able to generate a recurring 

revenue stream and realize quick return of invest

ments by leveraging YMP to deliver comprehensive 

hosted PBX services. 

Schedule a free YMP demo here. Your account 

manager will walk you through the whole system 

and work out the ROI for you. 

https://www.yeastar.com/request-a-free-ymp-demo/


Offer Top-of-notch Hosted PBX Service to Your Customers 

{¥'! • 

• Easy to Use & Manage 

Yeastar Cloud PBX features fast setup and 

easy management through the intuitive web 

GUI. The multi-level user permission allows IT 

administrators to easily manage user accounts 

while each user controls individual settings. 

• Bring Your Own Device

Linkus UC softphone allows your customers to

bring office extensions with them anywhere

they go. Available using Microsoft Windows,

macOS, iOS, and Android, Linkus makes real

time communication easy across multiple

devices.

• Plug-and-play Interoperability

Yeastar Cloud PBX is compatible with

mainstream IP phones, and support auto

provisioning with Yealink, Vtech and Fanvil IP

phones. The inbuilt ITSP pre-configured

template will save you time and energy to

connect a SIP trunk.
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Yeastar Cloud PBX Features at a Glance: 

API 

Phone Provisioning 

Call Queue 

Conferencing 

Intuitive Web GUI 

Ring Group 

T.38 Fax

WebRTC Click to Call 

Auto Attendant 

Call Parking 

Cal I Recording 

CRM Integration 

Remote Management 

Softphone 

Unified Messaging
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• Pay-as-you-grow Flexibility

Capacity can be adjusted at any time according

to real-time needs so that you can offer bespoke

hosted PBX solutions and flexible pay-as-you

grow pricing model to win sticker customers with

low customer churn rate.

• Unified Communications Made Easy

Advanced UC functionality comes with Yeastar

Cloud PBX and Linkus to help in increasing

mobility and improving collaboration and

productivity. Your customers have access to

features like presence, instant messaging, CRM

integration, and more.

• Multi-site Friendly

All employees across the organization are

connected on a single PBX instance, even if they

are geographically dispersed. All locationto-

location calling is free. Transferring calls from

one location to another is rapid and seamless.

https://www.yeastar.com/cloud-pbx-free-trial/


Make and receive calls from mobile phones 

and desktops with the same business phone 

number.

Initiate a chat or group chat with file sharing 

to stay responsive even when on a call.

Check the availability of colleagues to 

determine the most efficient way to reach 

them.

Have the corporate directory in the palm of 

the hands.

Take the office extension on the go and stay 

connected regardless of geography.

Seamlessly forward calls to extensions, mobile 

numbers, voicemail or any other designated 

destination.

View call pop-up, and call journal from 

Salesforce CRM, Microsoft Dynamics 365, 

Outlook, and Google contacts.

Check missed calls, call history, voicemails, 

and one-touch recordings from different 

devices.

Linkus Unified Communications App

www.yeastar.com

sales@yeastar.com

86-592-5503309




